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SUMMARY
The conservation of genomes can be achieved either by storing semen, embryos, cells,
nuclei, or oocytes. Establishment of gene or cDNA libraries would be an appropriate
means of gene conservation. Cryoconservation of cells or tissues obtained from
animals would be a rather cheap alternative. If it were carried out now this would
allow the establishment of gene libraries to be screened for the desired gene(s) at
later times. Full reactivation of breeds can only be achieved by means of conserving
the entire genome. If individual genes or gene clusters are required in the future the
conservation of cell material containing the nuclei would be entirely sufficient.
INTRODUCTION
Cryopreservation of sperms and embryos has been developed several decades before
and is used in a wide range now in practical animal breeding programmes. Methods
have been for over ten years available for manipulating embryos. Besides the
possibilities of manipulation and cryoconservation of embryos a number of methods
have been developed for isolation and cloning of genes by molecularbiological
methods. Using these techniques chromosomes or genes can be isolated and stored
in the from of genomic DNA or cDNA libraries. It must be pointed out, however, that
these techniques usually do not allow preservation of genomes in a form which can
be reactivated in toto at a later stage. Nevertheless they permit individual genes,
or a multitude of undocumented and unknown genes to be stored in a form of gene
libraries. Both ways - cryoconservation of sperms and embryos and storage of
genes - can and should be used for the ex situ preservation of animal germplasm of
breeds (Brem et al., 1989) .
GENOMES
Cryoconservation of semen has been described for the first time by Polge, Smith and
Parkes (1949). Storage of semen preparations at a temperature of - 196 °C more or
less arrests cellular metabolism. It has been shown that, the motility of high-quality
semen is decreased only slighthy upon storage. A lot of experience in cryoconserva
tion of semen is available all over the world. In the last decade techniques allowing
collection, storage and transfer of bovine embryos have been simplified considerably
by the development of non surgical techniques and methods for cryoconservation of
embryos. Nevertheless embryo transfer projects are still hampered by pronounced
differences in the reactions of individual donor animals towards superovulation.
Before the collected embryos are stored in an embryo bank it is important to grade
them qualitatively to guarantee good results after revitalisation. Grading of embryos
usually takes into account a description of the state of development and morpholo

gy.
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To prevent embryos from being damaged upon freezing and thawing it is necessary
to add anti-freeze compounds to avoid the formation of ice crystals. Cryoprotectants
minimize mechanical damage to cells by crystal formation and they also strengthen
cellular membranes. Most of the methods for freezing embryos use glycerol as
cryoprotectant. Glycerol can either be added in several concentration steps or in one
step. Embryos are then stored in plastic straws and cooled down from ambient
temperature to -7 °C. At this temperature crystallization of the freezing medium is
initiated by seeding. The embryos are then allowed to equilibrate and after 5 - 1 0
min. they are cooled at a rate of 0,3 - 0,5 0 C per minute until the final temperature
of - 28° C to -35° C is reached and they are transferred to liquid nitrogen. The
embryos may be stored in liquid nitrogen for decades and as Tar as we know neither
the genome nor extrachromosomal genetic material will be altered in any way during
this time.
Recently a new technique for cryoconservation has been developed. The so called
embryo vitrification has yielded a viable alternative to conventional techniques.
Embryo vitrification has been successfully used for cryopreservation of bovine,
mouse, rat, rabbit and sheep embryos. Vitrification is the solidification of a liquid
brought about by an extreme elevation in viscosity during cooling. Highly con
centrated aqueous solutions of cryoprotectants are able to supercool to very low
temperatures and became so viscous that they solidify without the formation of ice.
Successful vitrification requires the use of a highly concentrated yet effectively
non-toxic solution of cryoprotectants and high cooling and warming rates.
The recovery of mature bovine oocytes requires surgery, laparatomy or slaughtering
of donor animals and is a rather laborious process. These procedures are not suitable
for animals of endangered breeds. An alternative to the recovery of mature oocytes
has been suggested by experiments designed to recover immature oocytes from
ovaries of slaughtered animals. The technique must therefore be considered as a
complement to other methods of conservation. Recovery of immature oocytes may be
a way to conserve the genome of animals which cannot be used for the production of
embryos, or which are otherwise unsuitable.
Collection of ovaries from slaughtered animals is relatively easy. They can be easily
transported and oocytes are recovered by puncturing all follicles at the surface of
an ovary whose diameter is between 1 - 6 mm and by aspirating the fluids using a
simple syringe with a fitted small canula. Cumulus/oocyte complexes are isolated
from sediments obtained by allowing pooled follicle fluids settle for several minutes.
These complexes are washed and oocytes with a complete dense cumulus oophorus
and a dark evenly granulated cytoplasm are selected and matured in vitro. After
maturation Fertilization can be achieved by using deep frozen semen.
In our own experiments more than 30 % from the oocytes matured and fertilized in
vitro developed to morulae or blastocysts. This value was increased to 47 % if the
mean fertilization rate of 6 8 % is taken into account (Berg and Brem, 1989).
On average 15 oocytes can usually be obtained from both ovaries of one animal and
up to 5 of them will develop to morulae/blastocysts.
A number of experiments has demonstrated that mature oocytes can be frozen and
stored successfully in liquid nitrogen. It was shown also that frozen thawed cattle
oocytes can be used for in vitro fertilization successfully. At present a lot of
experiments are on the way to establish freezing procedures for fertilized oocytes
and early stage embryos. In summary the conservation of genomes by using immature,
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mature or fertilized oocytes from slaughtered animals seems to be a very successfull
way in the near future for cryopreservation of genetic material of endangered breeds.
The nucleus of each cell of an animal contains the entire genetic information. At
least in theory this opens up the possiblility to preserve the genetic information of
individual animals in form of cells or cell nuclei. Until now, however, it has been
impossible to reactivate an entire organism from the genetic information contained
in a single somatic cell. In contrast pluripotent embryonal stem cells or blastomeres
derived from early embryonal stages can be used to create animals carrying the
genetic information of these cells by making chimaeras by transfering the nucleus
of such cells to enucleated oocytes. Future developments in biotechnological research
eventually will rapidly advance techniques for reactivation of the genetic material
in cells. Even if these techniques will not be available.within the next 10 or 20 years
it seems worth while to store cells and/or nuclei now in addition to storing genes to
maintain the possiblity of using these components later.
GENES
Recently it became feasible to isolate and enrich individual chromosomes. Applicati
on of flow-through cytophotometry allows both karyotype analysis and recovery of
sufficient amounts of material by chromosome sorting. Flow-through cytophotometry
essentially involves measurement of fluorescence emitted from chromosomes stained
with suitable fluorescent dyes after excitement with monochromatic laser light.
Fluorescent emissions are detected with light detectors and processed as electronic
signals by a computer.
A sorting frequency of approximately 100 specific chromosomes per second will yield
ca. 400000 enriched chromosomes per hour. In some cases the purity of the enriched
chromosome fractions may reach 99 %. Normal values are usually in the order of
80 %. Sorted chromosomes can be stored in suspension and may also be processed
immediately.
High-molecular weight DNA is prepared either from tissue or from blood. The use of
material relatively devoid of connective tissue such as liver as starting material is
an advantage. Suitable tissue samples can be obtained either as biopsy material from
live animals or immediately after slaughtering. It is important that the material must
be processed immediately if no suitable means of conservation are available. Other
wise the tissue may also be stored at - 20 0 C, -80 “C or in liquid nitrogen for an
idefinite period. Establishment of a genomic DNA library requires several milligram
mes of tissue. If the DNA is to be isolated from blood, leucocytes should be prepared
first.
Since high-molecular weight DNA (Mr = 3 x 107) is required for the preparation of
genomic libraries, the DNA must be treated very carefully. Suitable techniques have
been developed yielding DNA with molecular masses between 4 x 106 and 500 x 106,
which can be cleaved subsequently with restriction endonucleases. Naked recombi
nant phage or cosmid DNA cannot be introduced satisfactorily into bacteria. It is
therefore necessary to package the DNA into empty phage heads in vitro and to
subsequently infect bacterial cells.
Depending upon the vector ( or cosmid) used the established gene library can be
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stored as a suspension culture at 4 *C for several years or as a glycerol stock at 80 °C. for a long period. In yeast it is po'ssible to establish so called YAC libraries
containing DNA-fragments up to several hundred kb long.
The starting material for the establishment of a cDNA library is mRNA Isolated either
from pieces of tissue or whole organs. cDNA libraries are not complete collections of
the entire genetic information of an organism, rather they represent the current
state of gene expression in tissues or organs. It is therefore critical to keep in mind
the current state of activity of a particular organ or tissue when cDNA libraries are
prepared. A decisive step in cDNA synthesis is the formation of a double-stranded
DNA copy of the mRNA. This requires the starting mRNA to be of the highest possible
quality. The isolated total RNA contains considerable amounts of ribosomal RNA
(rRNA) and transfer RNA (tRNA) while the proportion of messenger RNA (mRNA) is
comparatively low.
Most mRNAs are characterized by a polyadenylated 3'- end which is known as poly
(A) tail. This sequence is lacking in other structural RNAs. Separation of mRNA from
other RNA species can be achieved by poly (A)+ selection. As a rule of thumb one
may keep in mind that approximately 1 % of the input RNA should be recoverable as
poly (A)+ RNA. This mRNA should produce a smear during gel electrophoresis with
sizes starting at approximately 20 kb and becoming progressively smaller. Highest
intensities should be found in a region between 5 and 10 kb.
The first strand of the cDNA is synthesized enzymatically by reverse transcriptase
with poly (A)+ mRNA as starting material. The second strand and hence the finished
cDNA product is synthesized. Several different protocols have been developed for
the synthesis of the second strand.
The isolation of genes or coding regions of a gene (cDNA) is usually achieved by
screening a gene library. It is possible to screen many recombinant clones simulta
neously by growing individual clones of a gene library on agar plates and transfer
ring them to nitrocellulose filters. A critical parameter governing the screening
process is the number of clones that must be analysed to find a particular gene. This
number should be calculated on the basis of theoretical considerations before the
experiment is carried out. One problem that frequently occurs is the selective loss of
certain clones and the over-representation of other clones after amplification of the
library. If a desired clone cannot be detected in the library it will be necessary to
screen another library that has been established independently.
CONCLUSIONS
From a geneticist's point of view the establishment of genofnic reserves in the form
of embryo banks would be a advantageous because storage would not be associated
with loss of genes or alternation of gene frequencies, factors which are inevitable
if small populations of livestock are kept. It is most important to establish several
gene libraries or to conserve cells from different animals of an endangered breed to
guarantee that a sufficient number of clones are available for representative
libraries.
For practical purposes embryo banks can be established either by stationary embryo
transfer stations or by mobile units. It will be important to split the collected
material and to keep it in at least three different units allowing long-term storage.
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Model calculations demonstrate that a population size of at least 1000 animals will
be required in order to be able to reactivate from an embryo bank 25 calves fit for
further breeding. This points to the fact that it is about time to prepare a compre
hensive inventory of breeds currently available.
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